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ABSTRACT
The recent proliferation of computing technology has brought
added interest to natural I/O interface technologies such
as speech recognition. Unfortunately, the computational
and memory demands of such applications currently pro-
hibit their use on low–power portable devices in anything
more than their simplest forms. Previous work has demon-
strated that the thread level concurrency inherent in this
application domain can be used to dramatically improve
performance with minimal impact on overall system energy
consumption, but that such benefits are severely constrained
by memory system bandwidth. This work presents a design
space exploration of potential memory system architectures.
A range of low–power memory organizations are considered,
from conventional caching to more advanced system–on–chip
implementations. We find that, given architectures able to
exploit concurrency in this domain, large L2 based cache
hierarchies and high bandwidth memory systems employing
data stream partitioning and on–chip embedded DRAM and
ROM technologies can provide much of the performance of
idealized memory systems without violating the power con-
straints of the low–power domain.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: B.3.2 [Memory
Structures]: Design Styles; C.3 [Special Purpose and Appli-
cation Based Systems]

General Terms: Performance Design

1. INTRODUCTION
The tight power and cost constraints of most portable

embedded systems is primarily responsible for the exclu-
sion of sufficient computational resources to manage nat-
ural I/O applications. This combined with the continued
development and evolution of the computing technologies
in question (mostly precluding ASIC–style solutions), and
the peculiar computational demands of these applications,
make this a very challenging design space. Recent work has
demonstrated, however, that fairly straightforward architec-
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tural mechanisms that exploit thread level concurrency and
other domain specific characteristics can dramatically im-
prove performance and moderate or reduce overall energy
consumption [10, 11]. The key remaining bottleneck to re-
alizing these performance goals, however, is memory system
performance.

The primary challenge to memory system design for speech
recognition (and similar natural I/O) systems is access to
knowledge base data. In speech recognition, this knowl-
edge base can represent tens to hundreds of megabytes of
data, and the input driven nature of this application leads
to poor locality and predictability in the memory reference
stream, causing difficulties for simple caching or DMA tech-
niques. The throughput requirements of such applications
can greatly exceed the capabilities of low–power memory sys-
tems generally employed in portable computing devices [11].

This paper explores memory system designs to support
real-time speech recognition on low power, portable, paral-
lel platforms. As automated design exploration flows are not
viable due to the complexities of the application domain, we
perform a systematic, intuition driven manual exploration.
Given the target domain, we do not extend our analysis
to high performance memory systems found on higher–end
platforms, focusing instead on technologies that could re-
alistically be implemented in a low–cost consumer device.
The results of this exploration are presented here. We find
that moderate sized hybrid Chip Multiprocessor / Multi-
Threading (CMP/MT) architectures (4 simple pipelines, 2–4
hardware contexts each), combined with multilevel caching
targeting program metadata (dynamic programming lists
and the like) provide good tradeoffs in maximizing perfor-
mance while reducing overall energy consumption.

We begin this analysis in Section 2 with a high level overview
of our speech recognition infrastructure, introduction of our
baseline low–power parallel architecture, and a brief look at
the memory stream characteristics of this application space.
Section 3 will present our evaluation methodology, describ-
ing our architectural simulator and discussing our approach
to power and performance estimation. In Section 4, we be-
gin our memory space exploration by considering methods of
reducing demand on the memory system. Section 5 expands
on this analysis by considering system modifications that af-
fect available bandwidth and off–chip power dissipation. We
consider a general overview of the design space relative to a
cost metric of on–chip area in Section 6 and conclude with
a brief summary and look at future directions for this work
in Section 7. An expanded version of this work, detailing in-
dividual tradeoffs between hardware, software, and various



architectural components in far greater detail, is available as
a technical report [8].

2. BACKGROUND
We begin our analysis by considering the problem of speech

recognition and presenting a hybrid CMP/MT low-power
architecture designed to expose the inherent concurrency in
this application domain. This will be a very brief overview in
order to provide an understanding of the remaining memory
system results. Further details on speech recognition [13],
the CMU–Sphinx speech recognizer [7], performance char-
acterization [1, 8], and a similar architectural model [8] are
available in cited works.

Speech Recognition
The basic goal of speech recognition is to translate an acous-
tic language input into its corresponding textual representa-
tion. This task is greatly complicated by natural variations
in spoken language that are difficult for discrete systems to
deal with. Examples include variations in intonation and ac-
cent (acoustic level), and variations in meaning such as the
difference between “there” and “their” (linguistic level).

Accommodating this flexibility in a discrete computing
system requires the use of probabilistic modeling techniques.
For example, the CMU-Sphinx speech recognition system
employed in this study utilizes probabilistic Gaussian mod-
els of pre-trained phonetic sequences to score each discrete
unit of input speech against its knowledge base data. It then
applies these scores to a phonetic / linguistic model of En-
glish language constructs (represented as a Hidden Markov
Model or HMM), producing a set of potential recognition
hypotheses. The recognition hypothesis with the highest
overall probability is presented as the final result.

The nature of the memory reference stream produced by
these applications is tied to their internal stochastic search
methods. As a result, applications in this class generally
place high demands on the memory system and demonstrate
poor locality and predictability of access. While these char-
acteristics present challenges for memory system design, the
relative independence of computation across data elements
presents the opportunity for improved performance through
concurrent execution. This potential is recognized by a num-
ber of previous studies [1, 9]. Attempts to take advantage
of this inherent concurrency, however, further exacerbate
the memory problem. Thus, while substantial opportunity
for performance improvement exists, achievable performance
strongly tied to memory system bandwidth [10].

Parallel Architecture and Programming Model
In order to explore opportunities to improve system perfor-
mance through concurrent execution, we develop a hybrid
CMP/MT architecture designed for low power devices. We
present a brief overview of this architecture and of salient
performance points here, but a full discussion is available in
cited work [10].

Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of the processor ar-
chitectural model used in this study. The system is based on
a standard Intel XScale 400 MHz embedded processor with
FPA floating point extensions to accommodate the floating
point requirements of speech recognition, and a series of ISA
extensions to control the speech processing unit.

The speech processing unit is made up of a number of sim-

ple, in–order integer pipelines, each with multiple hardware
thread contexts. Each pipeline utilizes a small (2k, 4way)
data cache to capture data actively under evaluation. Fine
grain mutual exclusion is achieved through a combination of
static workload partitioning and key based exclusion (similar
to previous techniques [5]). When global, non–data related
mutual exclusion is required, a slower global lock manage-
ment infrastructure can be used. Dynamic load balancing
is utilized on top of static workload distribution to handle
per–search–iteration imbalances. The processing elements
share a small control bus with each other and with the main
processor. The aforementioned static workload distribution
techniques keep utilization of this resource very low, allowing
a single, 8–bit wide bus to accommodate application needs
without introducing significant latencies.

Finally, the entire system shares a small communication
bus, and a wide bus which leads to a memory controller and
possibly a flash or otherwise alternate memory configuration.
As this work considers memory system issues, we will begin
with the depicted 100MHz, 64bit wide memory bus archi-
tecture, and develop our experimental variants from there.

Performance analysis under idealized memory constraints
(fixed 50 cycle memory latency and unlimited bandwidth)
demonstrates that this architectural model is quite effective
at exploiting the concurrency inherent in speech recogni-
tion. On a series of test inputs to a hand-parallelized ver-
sion of the Sphinx–2 library, near ideal speedups were ob-
served, with fall off from ideal directly attributable to intol-
erable system latencies and often mitigated by the addition
of extra thread contexts [10]. The introduction of a realistic
memory system model (utilizing a highly detailed SDRAM
model [15]), however, nearly eliminates the speedups ob-
served under idealized conditions. Evaluations on similar ar-
chitectures strongly suggest that the bottleneck introduced
by the memory system is not due to internal resource con-
flicts, but rather pure bandwidth and request rate [10]. It is
from this point that we begin our current evaluation.

3. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
The base simulation infrastructure utilized in this study

is a modified version of the SimpleScalar/ARM toolset run-
ning a hand parallelized version of the CMU-Sphinx speech
recognition engine (v2.0.4) compiled with GNU-GCC for the
ARM platform. A search tree traversal profile was gener-
ated using a training input stream and partitioned using the
hMetis graph partitioning toolset. Due to the nature of the
search tree, it was possible to generate efficient partitions
with no intra–word edge cuts. Our parallelization efforts
have moved approximately 92% of the search phase code
over to parallel execution on the speech coprocessor. About
half of the eight percent remaining on the main processor
is executed concurrently with coprocessor code. All exper-
iments were performed using a 11400 word vocabulary and
corresponding language model generated by use of the Cam-
bridge Statistical Modeling Toolkit [3] and based on tran-
scripts of famous speeches and selections of text available
online through the Gutenberg Project.

Power Estimation
In considering the power / energy implications of our de-
signs, it is important to consider the overall energy consumed
by the entire system, not just the aspect of the system that



Figure 1: Overview of proposed architecture.

we are manipulating. As an actual hardware implementa-
tion of our architecture is impractical at this stage of devel-
opment, we construct full system power estimates by com-
bining data from a number of sources, relying on the general
accuracy of relative (as opposed to absolute) energy esti-
mates to provide some insights into the energy performance
of our system.

Our energy estimates are developed from activity based
power estimates. Each component is assumed to dissipate
either active, idle, or standby power depending on its operat-
ing status over the course of simulation. Power estimates for
the datapath component of the main XScale processor are
generated from Intel PXA250 technical specification, proces-
sor design documents [2], and transistor count based Spice
power estimates. As the execution cores of the speech co-
processor processing elements are based on the same tech-
nology as the XScale, we utilize conservative area scaling
estimates of the relevant XScale die area to arrive at power
consumption for these components. These estimates (along
with a substantial error margin) lead to a value of 200mW
for the XScale datapath, and 70mW for processing element
datapaths (active power). Idle power dissipation is assumed
to be 25% of active power, tracking XScale idle dissipation
and data found in other works [4]. We assume an idle NOP
for the XScale, as it performs relatively little work in our
design.

Storage resource power estimates (register files and caches)
are based on register bit equivalent techniques [12] and data
from the Cacti 3 [14] toolset. Each added hardware thread
context (basically a register file and some routing) is ac-
counted for by 10mW of active power dissipation. Active
cache dissipation is based on single bank and routing power
(keeping with power conservation techniques used on the
XScale) and idle power dissipation is based on total cache
size.

Power dissipation along two data buses are accounted for
by total energy required for all single bit transitions oc-
curring along each bus. On–chip control bus energy is es-
timated based on a 0.2fF/mm capacitance estimate taken
from the Berkeley Predictive Technology Modeland estimat-
ing 1.5 mm/PE. Memory bus energy utilizes 60pF off–chip
capacitances per line, and 10pF for “off–chip, on–package”
estimates (based on data from cited works [6]).

Memory system power estimation techniques vary depend-
ing on the specific components under consideration. SDRAM
and DDR estimates are generated using the Micron Tech-
nologies System Power Calculator, which accounts for active,
precharge, read/write, and background dissipation based on
activity rate. We utilize device characteristics for Micron

1.7V low power SDRAM and 2.4V DDR chips. This is
also used for embedded DRAM, providing a conservatively
high estimate. Flash components are based on energy data
from Micron Technology Q-Flash datasheets and assuming
a 4–chip page mode flash module, resulting in a per–active–
access energy dissipation of ≈12nJ. ROM energy estimates
account for pre–decode, word–line, and bitline dissipation
for a hypothetical 64MB ROM array using techniques pre-
sented in cited work [16], resulting in a per–active–access
energy dissipation of ≈4.5nJ.

4. CACHING EFFECTS
We begin our analysis by considering methods of reducing

the memory demand of speech recognition. We will consider
individual data streams, caching potential, and the applica-
bility of techniques such as stream bypassing and compres-
sion. As the instruction reference stream shows high locality
and generally contributes little to application bandwidth de-
mands, we will not consider it in detail here. Furthermore,
we focus on general cache organization which affect the per-
formance / energy tradeoff, rather than how specific cache
architectures affect program performance. Consideration of
effects such as line size, associativity, and cache replacement
policy can be found in cited works [8].

Data Caching
The most direct approach to reducing memory system de-
mand is to capture more data on the processor itself, exploit-
ing spatial locality. Due to the size of knowledge base data,
and the input dependent nature of knowledge base access
patterns, such spatial locality is not generally seen in speech
recognition applications. Furthermore, data access patterns,
while somewhat predictable at the software level, are hidden
at the hardware level by the same input dependent charac-
teristics. As the bottleneck is memory bandwidth rather
than latency, intelligent prefetching efforts do little to im-
prove performance and only exacerbate the problem.

Despite these access characteristics, we find a multi-level
cache hierarchy to be quite effective at reducing memory sys-
tem demand. Despite the poor reference locality in knowl-
edge base data, a substantial fraction of references occur
to program metadata (active lists and such), which shows
considerably more locality. Furthermore, caching data for
knowledge base elements that are currently under evaluation
not only reduces memory demand, but significantly improves
performance.

At the level of individual processing elements, we find that
a 2k, 4way cache is quite effective at capturing active data
and metadata locality. A system with L1 caches tied di-
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Figure 2: Fraction of L2 misses by data stream for a 4–

processor, 4–context system with 2K L1 caches. CHAN,

SMD, PDF, LM, and DICT all represent knowledge base

data. Note the shift in misses from program metadata

(META) to knowledge base data at around 128K.

rectly to the memory system, however, still suffers from ex-
tremely constrained performance. Adding a 128K–256K L2
cache to back up all L1 caches leads to further dramatic
reductions in bandwidth demand and corresponding perfor-
mance improvement. The overall analysis here is best pre-
sented by Figure 2, which depicts the percent of L2 misses
at various L2 sizes for each of a number of application data
streams. The shift from metadata to knowledge base data
(SMD and CHAN, which represent acoustic and linguistic
knowledge base data respectively) is clearly seen at around
128k. Figure 3 shows the estimated workload energy delay
product (EDP) of a system with a 128k L2 cache, 2k L1
caches, and varied processors and contexts per processor.
This is compared to the workload EDP of the unparallelized
code running on a standard XScale system. The spike for
one processor, one context demonstrates the parallelization
overhead of our approach. We focus on EDP because, by
combining (multiplying) running time and energy consump-
tion, the resulting metric provides an inherent tradeoff by
which to compare disparate configurations. Note that this
128K L2 configurations shows a 50% EDP improvement for
greater than two processor configurations when compared to
a system without an L2.

Stream Bypassing
Given the benefit of caching program metadata, and the
stream access characteristics of program knowledge base data,
a logical configuration might be to stream knowledge base
data around the L2 and/or L1 cache structures. This has
the potential of reducing L2/L1 pollution with low–locality
data, improving overall performance. We consider such a
potential optimization by streaming a number of individ-
ual knowledge base streams around both cache components,
and find no significant improvement in performance in the
general case. The L2, while ineffective at capturing knowl-
edge base working set, is effective at backing up currently
active data that has been kicked out of the L1 due to actions
such as context switches. For smaller L2 configurations, the
added bandwidth demand of these references overwhelms
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Figure 3: Energy delay product of a system with a 128K
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dard XScale system.

the potential benefit of better metadata locality. At larger
L2 configurations, the metadata is not unnecessarily evicted
anyway, and the performance improvement due to added
cache size trades off roughly evenly (in terms of EDP) with
energy dissipation.

Data Compression
We consider the potential benefit of maintaining compressed
data on–chip, increasing the effective size of the L2 and
thereby reducing memory demand. We evaluate the poten-
tial for such an optimization by compressing all immutable
knowledge base data (the bulk of the knowledge base is im-
mutable, eliminating the need for run–time re–compression)
with a basic LZ scheme, and assuming no decompression
penalty. In reality, this is highly optimistic not only because
of the lack of decompression penalty, but because random
access constraints make LZ an overly generous compression
algorithm for this data.

Despite this optimistic approach (we achieve 3x compres-
sion on average), we find no benefit to maintaining com-
pressed data on–chip. Further analysis shows that knowl-
edge base data elements tend to be multiple cache lines in
size on the original system, and remain multiple (if fewer)
cache lines when compressed. Thus, comparable numbers
of cache misses will occur regardless of compression. By
contrast, we find that substantial (10’s of cycles) decompres-
sion overhead can be incorporated into the lower levels of the
memory system with very little effect on overall performance
due to the nature of this parallel architecture. Though on–
chip decompression does reduce the memory bandwidth de-
mand, this effect is minimal as immutable data make up less
than a third of overall traffic on the bus. Thus, while not
leading to performance improvements, compression can be
used to mitigate large knowledge base sizes with no negative
effects.

5. MEMORY SYSTEM COMPONENTS
We now begin a consideration of off–chip components of
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the memory system. We evaluate direct bandwidth improve-
ment by moving to a DDR based system, and shifting of
references through stream partitioning and use of Flash and
ROM technology to reduce energy consumption. Clearly,
moving from a 100MHz SDRAM system to a 200MHZ DDR
based system will increase available memory bandwidth, not
only through increased clock rate, but also increased bank-
ing (2x). Data from Micron Technologies suggests, however,
that DDR memory dissipates power at a higher rate. We find
that, while performance improves with a DDR system, a L2
based system achieves better performance improvement at
lower power. This is best depicted in Figure 4 which consid-
ers the EDP reduction of a L2/SDRAM based system over
a no–L2/DDR based system. Obviously, combining a DDR
memory and an L2 cache will lead to further performance
improvements. We find, however, that due to the added
DDR power dissipation, there remains no EDP benefit over
comparable L2 only systems.

Flash and ROM
The fact that a large fraction of current and likely future
speech recognition knowledge bases is in fact immutable at
runtime opens up the possibility of utilizing low power, read–
only data structures for their storage. We consider utilizing
low–power Flash and ROM components, which dissipate far
less overall power than DRAM, but also tend to have longer
access latencies. Our analysis suggests that this added la-
tency is far less of a problem than the bandwidth limitations
of a single point of access for all static knowledge base data.
Implementing the flash or ROM system as a multi–banked
or multi–chip solution with the ability to manage overlap-
ping requests internally (even given data transfer constraints
along the bus) leads to performance comparable to standard
SDRAM systems with the potential for substantial reduc-
tions in energy dissipation. Such high performance flash type
technologies to support multimedia applications are just be-
ginning to enter the commercial market as demand for such
capabilities increases.

Embedded DRAM
We further consider the use of recent advances in embedded
DRAM technology to place significant amounts of DRAM
on–chip. Rather than simply use this to increase the size
of the L2, we consider partitioning the data stream to place
mutable program data (a small component relative to im-
mutable knowledge base data, around 2MB for our knowl-
edge bases) in partitioned embedded DRAM, giving each
pipeline exclusive access to data that it is responsible for.
Accessing embedded DRAM requires longer latency than ac-
cessing the L1 cache, leading to lower performance on sys-
tems with little parallelism. Further, we discover that a L2
cache is still very useful to capture shared program data and
metadata. A system with 2MB of embedded DRAM and a
128K L2 cache, however, is able to achieve 20–30% higher
performance than without the embedded DRAM. The en-
ergy dissipation of embedded DRAM, however, is larger than
SRAM, and connecting embedded DRAM size to mutable
knowledge base size may be difficult in a still evolving field.

6. DESIGN SPACE ANALYSIS
We consider the general design space tradeoffs against a

cost metric in Figure 5. This figure depicts the EDP of
various configurations, 2–8 processors and 2–8 contexts,s L2
cache sizes, and embedded DRAMs against an estimate of
on die area. The die area estimate is generated from ap-
proximate areas of individual components. Off–chip systems
(such as Flash and ROM) are entirely orthogonal to this
analysis (assuming sufficient bandwidth), and would serve to
uniformly reduce the EDP of all configurations. Given the
choice of axis for this graph, it is possible to plot a optimal
contour, representing potential configuration points along
this design space that provide the best EDP/area ratio for a
given tradeoff decision. An analysis of configurations defin-
ing this optimal contour tend to include small (4 processing
element) systems with small L2 cache configurations.

Consideration of this graphic provides a number of use-
ful insights. We see that excessive caching beyond program
metadata does not lead to a favorable tradeoff, and that
performance benefits from large pipeline counts are equally
ineffective in this regard. Indeed, 4 processor pipelines seems
to match memory system bandwidth quite effectively in the
general case. While slight EDP improvements are seen with
embedded DRAM systems, a substantial increase in chip
area is also required. Further details on sub–optimal config-
urations are available in cited works [8].

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper performs a design space exploration of the

memory architecture necessary to support real–time, low–
power speech recognition on hand–held devices. We begin
by introducing an architectural model to exploit the thread
level concurrency found in this domain, focusing the bottle-
neck on memory system performance. Our analysis leads to
a number of insights:

• Cache Metadata - While program knowledge base
data generally demonstrates low locality and reference
predictability, metadata and data elements currently
under evaluation show significant caching opportuni-
ties. Furthermore, the size of this data component
is unlikely to vary as dramatically as knowledge base
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data. We find that in this reference domain, caching is
a far more power efficient approach to improving per-
formance than a more sophisticated memory system
(such as DDR).

• Compress in Memory System - Compression of
static knowledge base data in the memory system can
be achieved with minimum performance penalty. Main-
taining compressed data is the L2 does not provide
substantial performance benefits, though decompress-
ing on–chip may provide bandwidth benefits.

• High Bandwidth Flash/ROM - Use of a flash or
ROM system for static knowledge base data has the
potential to dramatically reduce energy consumption
if such a device is banked or otherwise modified to
provide substantially higher bandwidth than current
implementations generally offer.

Overall, we find that a 4 processor, 4 context configuration
with 2K L1 caches per processing element a 128K shared L2
cache, and a standard 100MHz SDRAM system is able to
achieve 3-4x performance over unparallelized code running
the same workload on an XScale processor. This perfor-
mance leads to both EDP and workload energy reductions,
but added hardware results in a approximately 2x increase in
instantaneous power consumption. Given the performance
gain, this seems a reasonable tradeoff.
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